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Residential college model
(;rads to pomp
postponed for further study it up in Quad
BY k ELLY MENSER
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Having reviewed the proposed time line
and input by campus constituencies, the
President's Administrative Council voted
Monday to postpone implementation of
residential colleges until 1996 or 1997.
Through various channels, students and
faculty suggested a more gradual transition than the full implementation proposed
for fall 1995.
Although President Kern Alexander disagrees with the suggestion, Murray State
University will incorporate it somewhat, as
certain residential col1ege traits will sur-

face next semester.
"The concept doesn't lend itself to (grad~
ual implementation) really," Alexander
said, noting that several or all halls must
sponsor similar activities to foster intercol~
legiate competition, disallowing a pilot pr~
gram including only one or a few halls.
"You've either got to do it or not do it."
Alexander said those working to imple·
ment the plan were "probably overly optimistic" in slating the fall for the transition,
which became more evident as the spring
term progressed.
UWe knew that it was an ambitious time
line and everything would have to work
just perfectly," agreed Don Robertson,

associate vice president for student affairs.
But with the full semester only five
months away, and with major components
- such as guidelines governing faculty
involvement - still undefined, "there was
just still more to the planning," he said.
With time constraints removed, David
Shively encourages University otftcials to
increase information distribution to current and prospective students.
"I think postponement seems like a real
clever idea," said Shively1 president of
Regents Hall Council. "It's all well and
good, but now will it be more of the same?
What role will students play?"

, BY KELLY I. HICKS
MANAGING EDITOR

Murray State h as fou nd a
way to elimin ate the
unp leasant h eat and poor
sound qualit y of past gradu~
ations by h oldin g commencement in the great outdoors.
The
grounds
located
between Wells Hall, Lovett
Auditorium, Wi lson Ha ll,
Pogue Library, th e Lowry
Learning Center and the
Business and Public Affairs
Building- also known as t he

Quad - will be th e site of the
Spring 1995 gra duation cerem ony set for 9 a.m . May 13.
"There is n o cooling system in Cutchin Fieldhouse
and three people passed out
last y ear," said J im Booth,
provost and vice president of
academics and student
affairs. '"It is impossible to
hear the cerem ony in
Cutchin Fieldhouse.:
Booth s aid sever al alternatives were explored, includ~
See GRADUATION/1 0

see DELAY/ 10

And novv we Dance!
Racers reclaim OVC Championship, head for NCAA Tourney
BY ScoTT NANNEY
SPOtTS EDITOR

For the first time since
1992, Murray State's men's
basketball squad will head
to the NCAA Tournament.
The Racers captured the
Ohio Valley Conference ·
Tournament Championship
Saturday and earned the
league's automatic bid to
tl\e "Big Dance" by defeating Austin Peay State
University 92~84 in
Nashville.
With the win, the Racers
have secured their third
trip to the tournament in
the 1990s and their seventh
trip in the school's history.
The Racers, who are 1-6
in NCAA Tournament play,
gained their lone victory in
1988 as a 14th seed with a
78-75 triumph over North
Carolina before falling 61~
58 in the second round to
the eventual national champion Kansas Jayhawks.
Even though the Racers
will again play a high seed,
head coach Scott Edgar said
his team will stick with the
game plan with which they
won the OVC title.
"If it's not broke, don't fix
it," he said.
Edgar said his squad's
postseason inexperience
could be advantageous.
"There's no pressure on
this program now," he said.
"The pressure is now on the
opposing team. The longer
we can stay closer , the pres~
sure rises."

With a 92-84 win over
Austin Peay Saturday, the
Murray State Racers earned
the OVC Championship
Tournament trophy. dis~
played above by junior
Quennon Echols, a nd the
leaaue's automatic bid to
the NCAA Tournament.
Senior
point
guard
WilHam Moore, far left, dri·
ves past Colby Pierce.
Moore connected on three'
straight three-point shots In
the second half during a 144 run that helped the Racers
pull away from the Govs.
Junior guard Marcus
Brown, left, is fouled by Otis
Key on a layup attempt.
Brown, who led the Racers
with 18 points on 9·of~ 13
shoptlng, earned the tournament's Host Valuable
Player Award.
Photos by jud Cook/Photo Editor

Freshman scheduling date may bump upperclassmen
BY KELLY M ENSER
EDITOR IN CHIEF

An ' initiative to expand incoming
freshman scheduling may benefit new
students, but could limit current stu~
dents' course options.
President Kern Alexander presented

the early prescheduling proposal at a
deans' meeting Tuesday. The program, which invites first-year students to meet with their academic
advisers April 8, resulted from complaints that freshman registration
"wasn't flexible enough," he said.
Because current student presched-

uling does notebegi~ until the week of
April 10, general education classes
could be closed wh en upperclass stu~
dents schedule. Although some current students may be signed into those
classes, only graduating seniors will
be guaranteed spaces, said Phil Bryan,
dean of admissions and registrar.

This potential problem may not
exist in future years with more planning time. But because it was initiated late this semester, facilities wer e
already booked for every Saturday
except April 8, Bryan said.
The date presents a second problem:
it falls at the end of Kentucky high

school Spring Break. Students not
able to sch edule in April may still participate in · traditional Summer
Orientation scheduling, said Paul
Radke, director of school relations.
Students who preschedule in April
simply may opt not to join second-day
Summer 0 sch eduling activities.
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E-mail shutdown

Food for all

Riflers compete at NCAAs

Campus E·mail access will be
discontinued during Spring Break to
upgrade software.

Campus eateries offer students a
variety of both healthy
and unhealthy food
choices.
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Free ESL classes offered

• Cinema International • Late Autumn, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free.
• Interviews - Resume/cover letter from business administration,
mari<eting, management, organizational communication and fashion
merchandising majors due in Career Services for preselection by
JC Penny for management trainee positions.
• Mule pull • 6 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.

Saturday, March 11

The Career Services Office will host the Spring Job Fair 10
a .m . to 2 p.m. March 23 in the Curris Center Ballroom. A
brunch for the recruiters will begin at 9 a.m. Students interested
in attending the brunch should call 762-3803 for a reservation.
The office will also host a Professional Image Day from 11:45
a.m. to 3:30p.m. March 21 on the second floor of the Curris
Center. Activities include resume consulting, image consulting,
hair styling, business etiquette and a style show. There will also
be drawings for door prizes throughout the day.
Image makeovers will be held at the Career Services Office
· after the Image Day activities end, and also beginning at 1 p.m.
: on March 22. To schedule a makeover, call Glenda Newsome at
. 762-2906.

AH gets recruiting grant
The American Humanics program has received a $3,500 grant
to recruit students for the program.
"Project Connection" is designed for individuals who have
demonstrated leadership a nd involvement in community service
from high schools, community colleges and nonprofit organizations. The grant is part of the $1,400,000 fund sponsored by the
W. W. Kellogg Foundation to increase the number of AH programs on campuses across the country and to enhance existing
programs.

March 9, 199~

Friday, March 10

Office offering job help

If you have ever been told that you have beautiful eyes, you
have until April 8 to enter them in Prevent Blindness
Kentucky's Most Beauti(ul Eyes contest.
None state winners will each receive a merchandise gift certificate and a portrait package. Photos of the frrst place winners
will be entered in the national contest, with a grand prize in
each category of a trip of the winner's choice worth $5,000.
Contest categories are adult males, adult females and youth
age 16 and under. The face is masked and the eyes alone are
judged, based on beauty and healthy appearance.
To enter, send any one photo that best displays your eyes,
along with a $10 entry fee, to Prevent Blindness Kentucky, 101
W. Chestnut St., Louisville, Ky; 40202. Write name, address, age
and daytime phone number on back of the picture.
For more information, call1-800-828-1179.
Winners will be notified in May.
Proceeds from the contest support sight-saving programs,
including preschool vision screening, adult vision and glaucoma
screening and education programs.

.

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Free classes for those interested in learning English as a second language are being offered by the Adult Learning Center for
anyone 16 years of age or older not presently enrolled in a postsecondary education program.
The classes are being taught from 1 to 3 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the Center, located in Room 206 of Stewart
Stadium.
To enroll, come to the Center or call 762-6971.

Looking for beautiful eyes

The Murray State News

• Spring Break - Classes dismissed at noon.
• Horse pull • 6:30 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Baseball - Double header vs. Akron, noon, Reagan Field.

Sunday, March 12
• Baseball - Thoroughbreds vs. Akron, 1 p.m., Reagan Field.

Monday, March 20
• Classes resume • 7:30 a.m.
• Grades due - Mid-term deficiency grades due in Registration
Office, noon.
• Courses begin - Second half-semester courses begin.

•

Tuesday, March 21
• Deadline - Associate and baccalaureate degree applications for
August 1995 graduation due in the Admissions and Registrar's
Office.
• Workshop - "Success Skills for Women in the Workplace," 7
p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free and open to the public.

Photo by Michelle Stinnett

Brent Thompson, junior fro m Murray, concent rates on his latest
project in his studio on the fifth floor of the Fine Arts Building.
Anyone Inte re ste d In getting a closer look at student art can
attend the gro up baccalaureate exhibition, opening March 22 and
co.ntinuing through April 2, in the Eagle Galle,.Y.

Technical classes scheduled
Two specialized training courses will be offered at the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology Monday and Tuesday.
Introduction to AutoCAD and Geometric Dimensioning and
Tolerancing will provide participants with 14 hours of instruction over a two-day period. The cost of each course is $225 a nd
openings a re limited to the frrst 15 registrants.
Introduction to AutoCAD is a beginning level course r ecommended for those with little or no technical or computer experience. Participants will learn basic commands and execute basic
two-dimensional drawings.
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing will feature both
basic and advanced principles. Topics include tolerancing applications for functional design, symbols and characteristics, and
the relationship of GD&T practice to conventional dimensioning
tolerancing. Training is customized to client needa.
To. register, or for more information, call 762-3636.

Wednesday, March 22
• Deadline - Last day to register for any second-half semester
course. Class must be attended on this date if class meets. Last
day to drop any second half-semester course with no grade or
change from audit to credit.
• Baseball • Thoroughbreds vs. Evansville, 2:30 p.m., Reagan
Field.
• Exhibit • Rebecca Burnett baccalaureate exhibition, Curris Center
Gallery. Through April2.
• Exhibit - Baccalaureate group exhibition•. Eagle Gallery. Through
April2.
• Reading - '"Pinstripe Suite," written by Constance Alexander and
performed by Roy Davis, 7:30 p.m., Eagle Gallery.

Thursday, March 23
• Exhibit· Army military equipment exhibit, 9 a.m.-3'. p.m., Cutchin
Field.
• Spring job fair- 10 a.m.-2 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
• Meeting - AA/NA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.
• Cinema International - Mandabi, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free.
• Intercollegiate rodeo • 7:30 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
Admission $5 adults; $3 students age 6 and over.
• Reading- Michelle Boisseau, poet. 7:30p.m., Eagle Gallery.

..

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD test~ing
for further information dial

Health Line

762•3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept. . . . . ,. . .,._.

Applications due March 28
for Editor-in-Chief
Applications available in 111 Wllsoo Hall, 7624468
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ELI students to ·Technological upgrade •••

meet local kids

New software program improves communication services

B Y JENNIFER POTIER

' VI EWPOINT EDilOI

RrPORTER

BY SHELDON STAATS

"

International students from
Murray State will become pen
pals with area school children
' as the frrst step in a new Big
Brother/Big Sister program
through the English Language
Institute.
ELI students are students
from other countries who come
to Murray State to study the
English language.
The new program will involve
approximately 50 ELI students
and 50 students from Murray
Middle, Murray Elementary,
Calloway County Middle and
Calloway County Elementary
schools and will pair one international student with one
child.
ELI received a $5,800 grant
from the Association of
International Education as an
incentive to start the program.
"The point of the grant is to
provide them (ELI students')
with a natural setting where
they can meet Americans and
talk to them to improve their
(ELI students) listening and
speech," said Monika Gibson,
ELI office manager and coadministrator of the new program.
The students will be introduced through pen pal letters
to one another and then
progress to group activities and
field trips such as a picnic or a
trip to a zoo.
Dan Parker, an ELI writing
instructor, said he hopes that
once the international students
connect with the children they
will make some connection
with the families and be able to
experience the family dynamics
of American culture.
Gibson and Parker said such
interaction has the potential
for giving the ELI students the
experience of living with a foster family.
"Many of the students have
younger brothers and sisters at
home and miss that feeling of
family," Gibson said.
Holly Bloodworth,. a primary
teacher in the Murray City
1
School System, has a Korean
student currently enrolled in
her classroom who bas taught
her students many things
about Korean culture, and they
are thrilled about meeting

We are delighted to
be able to have interaction between international students and
the public schools.

"

Michael Morgan

other international people.
"Many of my students are
very excited about the program,"' Bloodworth said, "The
pen pal letters also gives them
an authentic purpose for practicing their writing skills."
Parker said some of the ELI
writing classes are also preparing to meet the children.
"They will translate native
fairy tales to share with the
children." Parker said.
They plan to exchange these
fairy tales to ahow the children
th at although their cultures
are different, they have many
things in common.
A culture exchange is th e
main goal of the program.

"We are trying to plan gettogethers and any kind of event
or activity that will serve both
of our purposes, which are letting the ELI students experience American culture and letting the younger children experience a taste of international
culture." Parker said.
Gibson said because the language barrier, many of the E LI
students are hesitant to go out
and make connections.
Th rough t he interactions
with school children they will
be a ble to do so in a more
relaxed atmosphere, while the
school children will be able to
see and understand other people with different languages
and customs.

In this way it will bring th eir
geography and history lessons
to life.
I

"We are delighted to be able
to have interaction between
international students and the
public schools," said Michael
Morgan, director of the English
Language Institute.

E-mail and Internet services will be
unavailable during Spring Break as the
University installs a software upgrade to
the E-mail system.
Linda Miller, systems analyst for
administrative services and information
r esources, said there will be several
noticeable improvements, including
improved E-mail usability.
Miller said incoming mail sh ould be
unaffected and will be available when the
new system comes up.
The new version of Music will also
allow Murray State to establish a Gopher
server.
"Such a server would allow the
University to post information which can
be retrieved by Internet users around the
world,'" Miller said.
Gopher provides menu driven access to
a vast wealth of information on the
Internet.
Miller said the new Music 3.1 version
should make working th rough the
screens easier and will expand E-mail
help files to provide users with better online instructions.
"'t is a useful marketing tool for faculty, staff and stu dent information," Miller
said.
Mainframe account holders will be able
to change th eir account prefixes from the
familiar numerical form to an alphabetic
code of their choice - up to eight characters in length. Miller said the character
based p[refix will be more mnemonic.

E.L. Gold/Staff
Ricardo Garcia. sophomore from Vila-ReaJ. Spain. surfs the Inte rnet on the first floor
of the Curris Center Monday.
·

Telenet users can enjoy the improved future, but funding for the projects is still
function key translation the new Music an issue with the administration.
will provide.
Students can access the mainframe on
Miller said a free windows version of campus with terminals in the Business
PC Work Station will be available for stu- and Public Affairs Building, the first floor
dents and faculty.
of the Curris Center and with computers
PCWS is a communications program available in the residence halls.
which allows remote access to the m ainE-mail accounts are available free
frame with a computer and modem.
through Karen Hamlet, academic sysMiller said the upgrade in E-mail ser- tems coordinator, in Room 115A in the
vice is the first of many technological Martha Lane Collins Industry and
changes the University will receive in the Technology Building.

Spring job fair provides connections
BY jONATHAN OLIVER
ASSISTANT MANACINC EDITOR

Murray State University students who are currently searching for a career or who are
interested in a summer co-op or
internship can take advantage
of an opportunity to find both
at the Spring Job Fair, March
23.
"Definitely every graduating
senior needs to come, but I
would say it would be to the
advantage of sophomores and
juniors to come because there
are some co-op opportunities
within these companies," said
Gina Winchester, career services specialist in th e Career
Services Office.
"I would say there is something for everyone," she said.
Winchester estimates there

SGA

will be over 50 company representatives at the job fair which
will be held between 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. in the Curris Center
ballroom
She emphasized that the Fair
will end earlier than in the past
years.
"We're cutting it off early this
year, instead of going to something like 4 o'clock, because a
lot of the recruiters are coming
from out of town and they will
want to get back on th~ road,"
she said.
·
Winchester said several door
prizes will be given in an effort
to encourage student participation.
"The biggest draw is going to
be the companies," she said.
"Obviously, if we get the right
companies there, the students
will come."

The fair set ting is somewhat
informal, with each company
representative having a table
set up, providing information
and meeting with prospective
employees.
When stude~ts enter the
ballroom they can pick up a
listing of all the different representatives and from that determine which representatives
they would like to introduce
themselves.
Winchester said the setting
provi des students with the
opportunity to mingle and see
what is available and which
employers are there.
It is also helpful and possibly
necessary for those who are
earnestly seeking a job to bring
with them their resumes.
"If you're graduating in May,
you definitely need to bring a

resume," she said.
Winchester said it is also
important to be dressed appropriately.
"These are professional
recruiters and they are expecting to talk to students who are
interested in a job," she said~
"Even though they may not
hire that person on the spot,
they are building an image and
impression of that student."
Winchester
encourages
everyone who plans to attend
the fair to attend the
Professional Image Day March
21 from 11 a .m. to 3:30p.m. in
the dance lounge, second floor
Curris Center.
Several presentations will be
given throughout the day on
dress, business etiquette, hair
styles and resume writing.

ELECTIONS

These positions available

President:

Vice President:

Qual ifications for the office requ ire one to have
attai ned at least junior class standing in the fa ll
semester fo llowing the election and to have been a
full-time student* at the time of election, with a
cumu lative point standing of at least a 2.0 on the 4.0
system. The president shall maintain these standards
during the term of office.

Q ualifications shall be the same as those for President.

Secretary:
Shall be a full-time student*, shall have at least a 2.0
on the 4.0 system and shall maintai n these standards
during the term of office.

Applications are available in
the Student government
Association Office
762-6951

Treasurer:
Q ualifications shall be the same as those for Secretary,
and also the treasurer shall have completed six hours of
Accounting with a "C" or better by the end of the academic term in which he/she is elected.

2 Senators from:
College of Business and Public Affairs
College of Fine Arts and Communication
College of Education
College of Humanistic Studies
College of Industry and Technology
College of Science
College of Library Science
In ord er to be a member of the senate one shall be a
full-time student• and shall maintain a 2.0 cumulative
point standing during the term of office.

funded by SCA

Application deadline Noon Tuesday, M arch 28, 1995 at the SGA office. Candidates meeting Tuesday, March 28, 3:30p.m. in the Barkley Room.

•Part-time students are eligible as long as they are paying an activities fee.
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Affirmative
action a
moral choice?

IN OUR OPINION

Students heard:
Administration backs down
The administration has made a refreshingly lucid
decision by postponing the implementation of the
residential college plan.
We expect that this will give students a greater
voice in planning and provide a catalyst for more
research into the validity of the proposal.
We credit the good sense of University officials to
recognize that the lack of planning and popular support of the plan would dilute the effectiveness of the
very goals it was meant to address - recruitment
and retention of students.

Rifle team ~ earns
recognition
A fourth-place finish in last weekend's NCAA
Championships at the U.S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Md., proved Murray State University is
home to an elite national program.
Thanks to senior Benjie Belden's first-place finish
in the air rifle event and freshman Iryt Chance's
fourth-place effort in individual smallbore competition, MSU gathered two All-American honors.
We congratulate the Murray State rifle team on its
terrific success!

Racers to 'dance'
Several weeks ago, it seemed Murray State's Racer
basketball squad may not be headed to the NCAA
'lburnament, but with a 92-84 victory over Austin
Peay Saturday night in Nashville, fans will attest to
their improved play.
Making their first trip to the "Big Dance" in three
years, the Racers have returned to their winning
ways with head coach Scott Edgar.
We congratulate the team on its effort and commitment to excellence this season.
Good luck in postseason play, Racers. You have
alr~ady made us proud of your accomplishments.

Have a safe Break
You may be taking -the trip of a lifetime or spending a quiet week at home. Wear your seat belt, drive
safely and defensively, make sure you are well-rested and sober and stay on the right side of the road.
Guard your personal health. Protect yourself in the
sunlight and in those burning moments of passion.
. Spring Break is a right of passage for college students. When you travel next week, be it to Eddyville
or Panama City, take care, be attentive and have a
marvelous time.

111 Wilson Ball
2609 University Station
MwTay State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301

Balanced budget defeat to leave
congress responsible for future cuts
The defeat last week of the balanced budget
amendment marked the end of a period of giddy
Republican euphoria that began with the
November elections and climaxed in January,
when the near-orgasmic ecstasy of newly ascendant conservatives was reminiscent of Ren batr-----..., ting butts with Stimpy to the
tune of the "Happy! Happy! Joy!
In
Joy!" song.
My
After Congress convened,
the sheer workload
nion
involved in ramrodding the
Republican agenda through the
purposefully
cumbersome
Congressional committee system muted the pleasure somewhat, but not until Senate
Republicans failed to muster the
votes needed to send the balanced budget amendment to the
states did conservatives in both
Senior Staff
parties have to face the political
Writer
reality of eliminating deficit fedL - - - - - - - ' eral spending without the protective shield of a constitutional mandate.
The balanced budget amendment - had it
been passed by the Senate and ratified by the
states - would have acted as a smokescreen,
obscuring the responsibility for drastic cuts in
popular entitlement and necessary benefit programs and shielding the politicians who made
those cuts from the wrath of short-changed voters in the next election.

"I'm not to blame," they could cry, when school
children go hungry and Exxon owns Barney.
"The Constitution says we must have a balanced
budget, and rm sworn to uphold it."
The sad part is that they would be correct. If
the Constitution required it, they could not be
blamed. And the last thing most Americans
want :right now is a Congress that can be held
even less accountable for its actions than it
already is.
The only viable recourse Americans have for
holding their elected representatives account·
able for their actions - or inaction - in government is found in the voting booth. Democrats
learned that painful lesson in November.
Thankfully, a few senators last week were
responsible enough to thwart an effort to dodge
the political accountability for the hardships
that will come from the drastic slashing of federal programs envisioned by the new Republican
majority to curb deficit spending.
Put simply, balancing the federal budget does
not require a constitutional amendment. It is not
Hlegal now for Congress to pass the laws it
deems necessary to balance the budget. In fact,
it takes only a simple majority in both houses of
Congress to do it.
The Republicans can muster that many votes.
Fortunately, now, they will continue to be held
responsible for those votes and cannot hide
behind a constitutional amendment when they
make them.
That is as it should be.
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Colette Jones
junior from Murray

"I haven 't yet, but
I am very interested in doing some
stufjfor YMCA,
Main Street Youth
Center and
College Prep
Program."

David Oldham,

Angie Roberts

senior from Wingo

freshman, Bloomington, Ill.

"No I don't,

"Yes, I help out

because I don 't

with Special

have the time."

Olympics back
home."

The federal government's
affirmative action policy has
been in effect for more than 20
years. This po1icy is intended
to mitigate and correct past
practices of racial and gender ,
discrimination. These discriminatory practices are well documented, and
most people
recognize they
did exist and
probably still
exist.
We
are
human
and
subject to such
foibles as bias
and prejudice.
The affirmative
action
approach has
identified
classes of peocommentator
L---------' pie who have
suffered discrimination and
declare them "protected."
Two of these classes on campus are African-Americans and
women. People in these "protected" classes must be offered
preference when screening
applicants for a faculty position. Applications from all "protected• individuals are to be
examined first, and if any meet
minimal qualifications for the
position, they must be interviewed. Any "protected" individual, if he or she meets minimal job qualifications, must be
extended ajob offer. There may ·
be any number of unprotected
(white male) individuals with
credentials which far exceed all
of the individuals in the "protected" class. Yet these applications can only be considered if
all "protected" applicants are
deemed unqualified.
Why are these unprotected
applications not considered?
Because the individuals are of
the wrong race and sex.
Affirmative action is discriminatory against specific classes
of people. The federal gouernment determines who shall be
discriminated against. The
present policy is immoral
because it discriminates based
on skin color and gender.
I suggest the best way to
right the wrongs of the past is
to begin doing what is moral
and right in the present. Our
government even has a policy
to enforce this process, called
Equal Opportunity.
Using a corrupt method to
achieve a righteous goal
(equality in the workplace) ,
often leads to more corruption.
The practice of affirmative
action may appear to offer a
..fair shake" to those "protected" individuals. In fact, it is
demeaning to everyone.
According to some friends in
the "protected" class, affirmative action is demeaning and
conveys the message that they
cannot compete based strictly
on merit. It is also demeaning
to faculty at MSU. We must
admit (if we support affirmative action) that we are so
biased against "protected" individuals that we are not capable
of selecting our candidates
based on merit.
Affirmative action is not a
moral choice. Dr. Martin
Luther King, spoke out loudly
against discrimination in the
1960s. I believe he would also
speak out loudly against government sanctioned discrimination in the 1990s. 1 further
believe in Dr. King's method of
passive, nonviolent, civil disobedience. ·
As for me, I will not participate or be a party to any job
search which uses affirmative
action criteria. I appeal to all
faculty to also examine your
conscience as to whether you
can continue to participate in
government sponsored discrimination. Can affirmative action
continue if the people refuse to
support it?
James Stuart is a professor of bio-

Photo!> and interviews by Michelle Stinnett

logical sciences
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Equality for all
B Y ANGELA SCHADE

Enough is enougll
Discrimination· still affecting campus, nation
Simply hearing the stereotypes surrounding different
races and genders does little to
erect discriminatory walls, but
believing in or acting on them
helps build the barrier that
blocks the truth.
Beverly Watts, executive
director of the Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights,
said the Commission confronts
the issues of discrimination
based on race, sex, age, disability, religion or national origin
when dealing with housing,
employment or public accommodations.
"It is not as overt, but still
exists," Watts said. u.Any discrimination is not good
whether it is more or less.
Around the country' the number of reports of discrimination
is going up."
In April 1991, the Murray
State University Counseling
and Testing Center conducted
a Work Environment Survey.
The survey assessed the tolerance of diversity and recommends a commitment to
increased tolerance within our
campus and community.
Five hundred and twenty
Murray State employees par-

cycle of

\

I

J

I
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a black individual as a co-worker and 16 percent would not
feel comfortable with a black
Estimates of the future suggest
that out of every 100 U.S. woO<ers: individual as a supervisor.
Thirteen percent responded
.g will be immigrants
they
would not feel comfortable
•16 will be U.S. born blacks,
with
a female supervisor.
hispanics, or other people of
Although
international stucolor .
dents
were
not
included in the
•47 will be women
survey,
there
does
not seem to
•40 will be U.S. born, white
be a problem with discriminamen,, ..
. . ' .
tion toward them.
Sour08:
About UT'~Clei$tandln(,
Diversity
·.· ·.
.
..._.;_,;,.;__C_h_ad.;..E_.-H-o-ld-er/_G_ra_p~h-ics_E_d_
it()(_,
"They have been pleased with
the reception they have
ticipated in the study- 187 fac- received from the faculty and
ulty,
170
administrative students," said Linda Bartnik,
employees, managerial and
director of the Center for
professional staff, 121 secretar- International Programs.
ial and clerical staff and 36 food
However, it is not certain
service, maintenance and custhat
there is no discrimination
todial staff.
toward
international students.
The results showed that 17
Bartnik
said the students probpercent of respondents would
ably
would
not say anything if
not feel comfortable, including
discrimination
were occurring.
individuals of a different race
A1
Adams,
research and
in their immediate social
information
supervisor
for the
groups. Forty-five percent
Kentucky
Commission
on
responded that they would not
Human
Rights,
said
the
feel comfortable if a gay or lesbian individual were included Commission will conduct surin their immediate social veys asking people their feelings about discrimination.
groups.
Other results showed that 10
"We want to get definitive
percent of the respondents answers on this subject,"
would not feel comfortable with Adams said.

By the Year 2000 .••

oepressi~n=·

This graphic details the Cycle ·of OppreMion. The Items listed can .
cause us to develop dlscrimlnatOIY feell~ toWard others but with SQme
effort we can overcome our anger and fear.

African-Americans voice opinions about
affirmative action, existence of racism
Though many strides have been taken to
give African-Americans equal rights, discrimination is still a major factor in their
lives.

black community does not exist is mistaken.
' ' You must stand in a
"'As a black student and lady, I must get
even
more into my studies and self-preserperson's
vation,"
Cushinberry said. "I must do more
..Discrimination still exists," said Renee
shoes
be
fore
you
know
to
help
my
people help lift themselves.
Rowland, coordinator of African-American
"Any black who is discriminated against,
Student Services and Ethnic Programs.
how he walks.
don't take it personally because it is (the
"Being a black person it is something you
discriminators') problem. It is something
Donald
Cook
are going to experience at one time or
they have to deal with."
another. You get used to that type of
Donald Cook, senior from Paducah, said
behavior, which is sad."
that the actual comfort with individuals of
discrimination happens in all forms of life
another race in our social groups might be
Rowland said many discriminate in a
and it is up to us as individuals to combat
exaggerated.
low-key
way.
it.
-parents
"We must be informed and taught about
-friends
According to an article in The
Rowland said some government officials
Relearn in g:
it,"
Cook said. "There needs to be an under-role models
Sociological Quarterly, African-Americans want to do away with affirmative action.
-personal
standing.
You must stand in a person's
are exposed to a small amount of readily
-professional and
shoes
before
you know how he walks.
"If we do away with affirmative action,
recognizable personal discrimination.
-social change
"We
need
to
have a genuine understandSometimes obvious discrimination such as we will be taking a step backward," she
ing.
The
wall
of
discrimination can and will
residential segregation is overlooked said. "People will not hire blacks if they are
be
broken
down."
because African-Americans have grown not forced to. Companies will not see if
Cook said he believes if affirmative
Reinforced
By:
their office is diverse. Black-owned compaaccustomed to it.
-conscious and
action
is abolished it will cause problems.
Manifestations In
nies are going bankrupt because they are
unconscious attitudes.
"If affirmative action has not run its full
Society:
Results
from
the
1991
Work not getting jobs, even though they are
beliefs and actions
Environment Survey, conducted by the qualified, because the state does not have course, in which I mean that everybody is
-personal
-denial, collusion and
represented like in 'the communities and
Murray
State University Counseling and affirmative action."
-cultural
horizontal hostility 4-'-!!""-....i~
world, and is done away with, in the
Testing Center, showed that several of the
Catherine Cushinberry, junior from future, tensions are going to rise so high
520 respondents said they were unable to
disagree with many of the old-fashioned Memphis, said she thinks that anyone who that there are going to be problems," he
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor racism scale items. This supports the idea believes receiving discrimination in the said.

Born (no choice about social group membership)

''

Women need to assume masculine, feminine traits to succeed
of any group that is not dominant does
something well, sometimes credit is
not given to the individual, but to the
circumstances or luck.
"It is hard for them to get the recognition they deserve," she said.
According to an article in The
With more women holding highSociological
Quarterly, gender dislevel positions in both business and
crimnation
is
less obvious than racial
politics, it seems as if the discriminadiscrimination
aQd occurs in fewer
tion toward women is fading.
making
the victims less
areas,
usually
However, it is still a problem.
aware
of
their
victimization.
Though
Kim Barrett, director of the
most
women
believe
that
gender
disWomen's Center, said everyone poscrimination
does
occur,
personal
expesesses certain feminine and masculine
riences with obvious discrimination
traits.
are
few, and disappointing situations
"We all have roles," Barrett said.
are
not
readily perceived as instances
"Sometimes we need to be androgethe article said.
of
discrimination,
nous."
The
changes
in
women's median
According to "The Classroom
income
supports
the
claim that femiClimate: A Chilly One for Women?", a
paper presented by the Association of nists were relatively successful in the
American Colleges, the old saying "a later 1970s and early 1980s in obtainwoman must be twice as good to get ing benefits.
Barrett said women need to go
half as far as a man" remains true.
Society tends to value men more than against the gender stereotypes and
it values women, and to assume that roles that are nonnally attributed to
men's work and words are more them.
"Women need to continue to be pioimportant than women's.
•
Barrett said if a woman or member neers," Barrett said.

In corporating
both roles h elps
break ster eotypes

"They need to get into non-traditional areas or fields of study if those are
where their interests lie and they need
to raise their children to have both
masculine and feminine characteristics."
Jennifer Davis, senior from Benton,
said she was discriminated against
while in a hardware store.
"I knew all the things that [ needed,
but I just did not know where they
were," Davis said. "The guy led me all
around the store and the guys in the
back were all laughing.
"Women should stand up for their
rigpts and become more assertive."
Jennifer Smith, freshman from
Danville, said she believes women are
discriminated against in society, but
society is changing.
"Women will not always be looked
down upon, but they will always be
looked at twice," Smith said.
Smith said in order to get ahead
today, successful women must work
harder than other women and twice as
hard as men.
"Women must be optimistic and

Gender ·Menders
The issue of gender discrimination has become increasingly='
sensitive as of late. To keep from contributing to this problem
follow these guidelines:
·disparaging women in general, women's intellectual abilities or women's
professional potential .
·using sexist humor as a classroom device.
-making seemingly helpful comments which imply that women are not as
competent as men.
·turning a discussion of a woman student's work toward a discussion of her
physical attributes or appearance.
·disparaging scholarship of women, or ridiculing specific works because they
deal with women's perceptions and feelings.
\
.
-questioning or disparaging women student's seriousness of purpose and/or ·
academic commitment.
·
Source: As$ociation of American Colleges
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

learn from the past and look forward
to the future," she said.
Whitney Steele, senior from
Louisville, said she thinks people are
becoming more aware of the discrimination towards women.
"I would like to think that women
are becoming more aware and are
beginning to speak out more on their
behalf," Steele said.

Steele said she does not think it is
much of an issue on campus.
"That may be because I have made a
place for myself on campus and am
involved in a lot of activities and my
feelings about this are known," she
said.
"I think that if people become more
aware, that will help solve the problem."
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Ho~sing

improvements slated
for summer, if fu~ds available
B Y JONATHAN OLIVER

" We can't say we just
want to borrow more
money; they (accounting department)
won't let us do
that
"

AsSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

If things go as planned, by
the beginning of next semester
the Murray State University
Housing Office will have began
and nearly completed several
important renovation and
improvement projects and will
have spent a large sum of
money doing so.
David Blackburn, associate
director of operations and housing, said several projects are
planned, but it is hard to guarantee which long range plans
will materialize.
· "I almost can't tell from year
to year how much money is
going to be available for minor
·renovations to major renovations," he said.
One major project, which is
still in the early stages, is the
renovation of Woods Hall into
cluster apartments.
Blackburn said he does not
expect the actual renovation
process to begin until this fall
because the state architect has
yet · to propose an estimated
cost of renovation.
Other housing facilities plans

D avid Blackburn
are more concrete and some
improvements have already
begun, such as the redecorating
and partial renovation of Hart
Hall.
"President Alexander initiated the redecorating project,"
Blackburn said. "The other
things are pretty standard. We
try to do whatever :r enovations
we can according to how much
money we have."
The entry ways and common
areas of Hart Hall are being
painted and recarpeted, and
the game room has been
reduced to halfits previous size
to create a larger space for the
computer room.
The lobby areas of Springer,
Richmond, Franklin and Clark

halls are also to receive fresh
paint, new carpe t ' and new
drapes , Blackburn said .
Other improve ments scheduled for the halls will not be
done until this summer , mainly
because a convenience factor.
"It's really difficult to do
much in the buildings while the
buildings
are
occupied,"
Blackburn said. "It's pre tty
inconvenient for everyone."
The Housing Office plans to
replace water lines and shower
stalls in Springer Hall, change
the lighting in the rooms in
Elizabeth a nd Hester halls,
paint the rooms and corridors
in Franklin and Regents halls,
change the room locks in Hart
Hall, install smoke detectors in
Elizabeth and White halls,
install new carpet and furni ture in Hart Hall and rework
the air conditioning condensate
system in Regents Hall.
Blackburn said the estimated
cost of all of the projects is close
to $500,000. excluding Woods
Hall renovations.
Standard improvements and
renovations are part of the
Housing Office's budge t, which
is made up primarily from the

NEXT POINT WINS...

money residents pay to live in
the halls, Blackburn said.
Large projects, such as the
construction or complete renovation of buildings, are
financed with the sale ofbonds.
Blackburn
said
the
University still owes money on
some of the bonds sold to
finance the current halls, but
he did not know exactly which
halls.
The renovations in Woods
Hall will also be paid for
through the sale of bonds,
which the University must pay
off over an extended period of
time.
Blackburn said there is no
conc~m over the bonds which
have not been paid off because
the payments on them decrease
with time.
"Basically the only reason
we're able to sell more bonds to
renovate Woods is because in a
fe w years the payment will
start decreasing on the ones
we've got out now," he said.
"You don't want to get too far in
debt. We can't say we just want
to borrow more money; they
(accounting department) won't
le t us do tha t ."

Police Beat
March 2
2:26 p.m. Valerie Bean reported vandalism to her vehicle.
6:14p.m. Report of harassment at Hart Hall. Situation is under investigation.
March 4

1:15 a.m. Robbie Roberson reported the tires slashed on his vehicle
while parked at Blackburn Science Building.
2:21 a.m. Paul Gomez reported the tire slashed on his vehicle while
parl<ed at 14th and Hughes parking lot.
2:21 a.m. A student reported tire slashed on her vehicle while parl<ed
at 14th and Hushes parking lot.
7:45 a.m. Someone had thrown a chair through a window at the
Blackburn Science Building.
2:12p.m. Person complained about being harassed by two young
boys near Stewart Stadium.
2:27 p.m. Ambulance dispatched to Curris Center- worker injured by
machinery while working in the bowling alley. Christy L. Quire received
a fractured ankle and one sprained ankle. She was treated and
released.
2:50 p.m. Shoplifter apprehended and charged at University
BOokstore. Lawrence Kent Johnson, from Dexter, was arrested for
shoplifting under $300. He was lodged In Calloway District Jail.
Merchandise was recovered.
2:54 p.m. Jeff Vaughan reported the tire slashed on his vehicle while
parl<ed near Richmond Hall.
5:19p.m. Anthony Kleeman reported tire slashed on his vehicle while
parl<ed behind Richmond Hall.
March 5
1 :36 a.m. Ricky Brooks reported tire slashed on his vehicle while
parl<ed behind Waterfield Ubrary.
March 6

1 :45 p.m. Malinda Gray reported tire cut on her vehicle while parl<ed

near Hester Hall.

·

Racer Patrol Escorts - 6

Motorist Assists - 7
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety offiCe.

Groups benefit from SLIP
STAFf REPORT

E.L. Gold/Staff
Stephanie Scanlin, left, sophomore from Roanoke, Va., and C heryn Sweeney, freshman from
Louisville, e njoy a competitive game of foosball in the Curris Ce nte r Game Room Friday.

Eight campus groups received between $ 100 to
$500 each from the Student Life Improvement
Project last week. The SLIP committee met for
almost 90 minutes Thursday to consider the proposals.
"That was the most we've ever heard in one
setting," said Jim Saurer, adviser to the SLIP
committee. "We didn't fund that many projects
all last spring."
Baurer said the SLIP fund for this year al most
depleted. Of $5,000 allocated for disbursement
in the 1994-95 academic year, $4,200 has been
given to 15 projects, leaving only $800 in the
fund.
The next deadline for SLIP fund proposals is
April 3. Baurer said the committee will distribute the remaining funds at a meeting after the
deadline.
"We've always been first-come, first-served,"
Saurer said. "We will consider proposals in the
order we receive them until the money runs out."
Saurer said the proposals should include a
detailed budget for the project and a projection
of the number of students that will be affected.
In addition, "each proposal should identify a

specific dollar amount that the group is asking
for," Baurer said. "'t sh ould not be left openended for the committee to decide on the level of
funding."
Application criteria are a~ailable from Baurer
in the Currie Center.
SLIP funds allocated Thursday included:
• $100 to the National Student Speech Language-Hearing Association for hosting t h e
West Kentucky Conference on Communication
Disorders.
• $300 to the Black Student Council for hosting
a student leadership conference.
• $500 to Alpha Phi Alpha for the Miss Black

and Gold pageant.
• $210 to Gamma Beta Phi for travel expenses
to their national convention.
• $310 to Omega Psi Phi for a picnic to be held
during Omega Week, March 27 - April 1.
• $360 to the Data Processing Managemen t
Association for members to attend a nation al
programming competition in Columbus, Ga.
• $500 to the Murray State Rodeo Team for stable and competition expenses.

641 Super Shell Service
Hwy 641 S . - Hazel Rd.

Max McCuiston
24 hr. V/recker Service

Just In Time For
Spring Break

CHECK OUT THE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT AWAIT YOU AT
CNA LIFE IN NASHVILLE

Swimsuits By: Hoble

Pierre Cardin
VIa Marina
Mainstream
Shapes

( 'AlVIPl rs INTERVIE\VS:
APRIL 6TH

Surfside

THl l i~SJ>A Y.

The CNA ln,urance Compantes. one ol the nattnn' ' lending in,uran'c innov;nnr,,
out~tan ding entry·lc:vel ~:n-cer opponun111c~ a~ I.IFE SPECI,\I.lSTS tor
agg n!s~tvc, bright indi vidual ~ who thrive in u fa~t· paccd.cvl!r-~:hangtng en\ 1ronmcnr.
As a member of the world · cla~s CNA Lile team. )OU wtll be m\ohcd in challcng10g

have

learning cxpo:ricncc~ that may ntdude untlcrwntmg. accountmg. clann,. cu,tmncr
'erv•cc, and more! Ideal candidmc., should be dctai l·oricntcd und havt.: 01 Bachelor' '
or ~ta~ter'' dcgr~-e. g.ood PC skill, and the abihty to" or!.: a~ pan of a tc::~m

For more information. or to 'chcdule :tn mtcr\'ic:w. pf<o:·hc cnnta'l Y•lur Can·cr
Pl11cement Office or 'end re,ume to:

CNA

For All the Commitments You Make •
Attn: Earl Lamons
P.O. Box 305123
Nashville, TN 37230-5123
PH: (615)871-1453 • fAX : 1615lH7l- 1487

Equn/ Opimrmniry Emplo.n•r MIFI/JN

Marines

Tbt Frw. Tbt Prwld. Tbt M.arila
MARIN£ OrFICfR

Vistt the Marines office from 10 a.m. to 2 p .m. at the
Student Center and Career Fair March 22 -24, 1995 or contact
First Lieutenant J.J. Szczypinski or Sergeant G. D. Whttaker
at 1-800-858·4086

HOURS:
M onday - Thursday 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p .m.
Friday 9:30 a.m .- 8:30p.m.
Saturday & S~day 1 - 5 p.m.
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Eat your heart out
Food Services moving toward healthy foods
BY MAGGIE CARTER

Eating Light

SENIOR STAFF WRITER AND

AND AMY PONDER
STAFF WRIT£R

Eating healthy has become a way of
life for many students, faculty and
staff and Murray State University's
Food Services is trying to make it easier for the health-conscious.
Bill Benriter, director of Food
Services, said there is a large need for
healthier food on campus. He said
more and more people are requesting
healthy foods at Murray State.
"We have tried to make healthier
choices in selecting foods," Benriter
said.
Long John Silvers is now offering a
low-fat menu. The menu consists of
baked chicken and baked fish dinners
and sandwiches.
The dinners are served with green
beans and corn.
Benriter said this menu has gone
over well with students, faculty and
staff, which is encouraging to Food
Services.
"We've offered this menu for about
three weeks and I have been very
pleased with the results," Benriter
said.
As for the Thoroughbred Room,
Benriter said Food Services is preparing meals that are vegetarian, such as
spaghetti and lasagna, which cuts
down on the fat content.
The T-Room also offers low-fat and
fat-free dressings for salads.
"Our baker has experimented a lot
wiTh preparing low-fat deserts such as
pies, cakes and cobblers," Benriter
said.
Pony Express in White Hall offers a
variety of fresh-cut fruits, canned

Here is a five gay menu for: , \
those of you who want' to 'eat ;,
on campus and eat
still healthy.

Day 1
Baked fish plate Long John Silvers

. Green beans

'

· ::

>:A

Corn

.
Frozen yogurt'

Day 2

Vegetarian
T -Room
· Lasagna .
Salad with light · ·,. ·. ,. , . ,
,;:. ·dressing · ·
.Fresh fruit ·

·Day 3

,

Turkey sandwich Winslow Cafeteria
Salad with light

dressing

Fr~~h trutt . .;'. g'~ony E>c~r~~ :,

0.ay 4

..

Day 5

.:;

Baked Chicken
Green beans ·
Corn
Salad Sar with /, FastTraO<.':.

light dres~ing~<;' :,,.:: · f··;

Light Hostess c~e

· ·.

~·" '

·

Source; Food Services

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

soups with low sodium and reducedfat chips. Benriter said it also has
speciality low-calorie drinks.
"Pony Express has more grocery
items," Benriter said.
Dorothy Miller, manager of Food
Services, said that after Spring Break
Winslow Cafeteria will offer a line of
light foods.

"It will feature a cold deli light bar
with light meats such as turkey and
low-fat ham," Miller said.
She said for breakfast Healthy
Choice cereal, light muffins and egg
scramblers will be served.
"We have had fat-free muffins as
wen: Miller said.
She said Winslow also has fresh
fruit plates and raw vegetable salads
with light dressing. Miller said they
have also served oriental food that
was low in fat.
"The oriental food was made with
lean chicken and beef, and some of it is
meatless," Miller said.
Nikki Merguzhis, freshman from
Marion, Ill., said she tries to eat
healthily on campus. She said she eats
from the deli line at Wmslow and
salad with low-fat dressing from Fast
Track.
"I prefer the turkey on the deli line
because it is low in fat," Merguzhis
said.
On the dessert line, Fast Track, the
Sugar Cube and Freshen's Yogurt
offer low-fat, fat-free and sugar-free
deserts. Fast Track h as light Hostess
cakes and the Sugar Cube serves lowfat muffins.
Freshen's, the newest food service
on campus, has a variety of low-fat,
fat-free, and sugar-free yogurt. lt also
offers toppings that are low-fat such
as fudge and caramel.
Benriter said People want to eat
healthy, but they want foods th at
taste good. He said Freshen's, has the
greatest student acceptance among
eateries on campus.
"If enough student requests are
made, we will try to bring new healthy
foods on board," Benriter said.

Danny VoweiVStaff

Jennife r Smith, freshman fro m from Danville, e njoys a light healthful
lunch at W inslow Cafet e ria. The lunch Includes salad and fruit.

Eateries ·s till offering old favorites
Food available
for those not
counting the
fat, calories
BY VALERIE CHAPMAN
STAFF WRITR

Charles Bone, sophomo re fro m Wickliffe, consumes a few
plates full of foo d In W inslow Cafeteria. Bone has a variety of
foods, both healt hy and unhe alt hy, o n his plates.

Exercise More, Eat More
Studies show that those who exercise more can . !
stay healthy and eat greater amounts of
substances which are considered unhealthy.

Daily activity level
Light activity level
Moderate activity level
Heavy activity level

Dietary analysis
Calories
Carbohydrate
Total fat
Saturated fat
Protein
Fiber (g) '
Cholestrol (mg)
Calcium (mg)
Sodium (mg)

women
Level A
Level B
Level C

men
Level B
LeveiC
Level C+

Level A Level B Level
1,500
58%
21%
8%
21%
21
2 11
1,256
2,059

1,800
58%
21%
8%
21%
28
231
1,608
2,470

c

2,200
58%
21%
8%
21%

35
258
1,881
3,302

Source: Shape magazine

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Pony Express serves
Hostess cakes, doughnuts
and soft drinks, as well as
microwavable foods like pizzas and hamburgers.
Justin Adams, senior
from Metropolis, Dl., relies
on Pony Express when he is
on the go.

While fat watchers and calorie counters
now have more access to healthy food on
campus, those who care more about the
taste than the fat content can still fmd thefoods they love.

"With my schedule, I don't
have time to stand in line at
some of the other places on
campus to eat," Adams said.

Some Murray State University students
because of their busy schedules, must eat
on campus up to five times a week.

"I can dash into Pony
Express or Fast Track and
come out with something
that will hold me over until
later."

"We try to provide choices for students so
they can eat at all spectrums of healthiness," said Bill Benriter, director of Food
Services. "'t all depends on the student."
Danny Voweii/Staff

many foods that are high in
fat and calories and low in
nutritional value.

Eating on campus may help students to
maximize their time, but the meals may
not be the best for their health.

Fast Track offers items
including bot dogs, nachos
and chili dogs in addition to
regular convenience store
items s uch as chips and
drinks.

Matthew Herring, sophomore from
Eddyville, believes th at his eating habits
would improve with the addition of more
healthier food selections.

Chad Beck~tt. sophomore
Danny Voweii/ Staft
from Princeton ,thinks the
selection of food available is Mike Che rry, junior from T exarkana, Ark., q uietly eats his
d inner at W inslow cafeteria.
not very healthy.

"The foods I eat on campus are somewhat
healthy, but they could stand to be better,"
Herring said.

"Without a doubt, there needs to be a
better selection of healthy food," Beckett
said.

"I would like to see a better selection of
healthier foods."

"They need more fruit or at least more
appetizing fruits."

Amelia Davis, a sophomore from
Murray, ventures away from the campus
as much as she can.

"If you choose to eat healthy, you deserve
a healthier selection," Beckett said.

"I try to eat off campus when I have the
time," said Davis.

The Thoroughbred Room offers a variety
of low-fat meals, but the food from the grill
is not among these.

"The meals I get on campus aren't as
healthy as what I usually eat."

The T-Room offers foods including hamburgers, cheeseburgers and french fries.

Benriter said Food Services tries to supply students with a variety of selections
and options so that all students, even the
unhealthiest of eaters, will be happy.

"The grilled food is about as unhealthy as
you can get," said an employee from the TRoom, "but it is also the best."

Long John Silvers, one of the newest oncampus restaurants, offers a new low-fat
menu, but many foods are predominantly
deep fat fried. Most meals include french
fries and hushpuppies.
Pony Express ~d Fast Track serve

Freshen's has been very successful this
semester. It serves low-fat ice cream and
yogurt as well as the regular ice cream.
"The ice cream is about 18 percent butter
fat," Benriter said. "It's very rich, but it's
not bad if eaten in moderation."
Benriter said some students like to eat

healthier foods, but the snack foods are
still too popular to eliminate.
Student response is a big factor in determining what foods are sold.
"Some students like to load up at the
snack places," Benriter said. "If that is
what they desire, then we are not going to
try to hide that.''
Benriter said the low-fat, low-calorie
foods are more expensive and usually less
tasty
"We try to have an equal balance,"
Benriter said. "But lately the balance has
been swin~ng."
Other students might grab a quick snack
from other food services on campus.
Vending machines are located in various
areas on campus and contain items such
as:
• potato chips
• cookies
• candy bars
• crackers

SPORTS
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Rifle team takes fourth at NCAA, NCAA
Belden wins air rifle competition crown
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Despite having a preseason
Team ·Titles:
College Sports All-Star in the
air rifle category, as well as
total
several improving underclassWest Virginia: University
6241*
men on its roster, the Murray
Air- Force Academy
6187
State University rifle team was
University
of
Kentucky
6171
selected to finish 11th in
Murray
State
University
6157
College Sports magazine's pre• NCAA Championship record
season poll.
However, the Racers pulled
lndlvidual Efforts:
off a mild upset at last week•Benjie Belden won the NCAA individual air rifle
end's NCAA Championships at
championship and was also named co-shooter of the match
the U.S. Naval Academy in
·and seoond team All-American by the College Rifle Coaches
Annapolis, Md., firing their
Association.
way to a fourth-place finish in
•Diana Muth finished fifth overall in the air rifle competition.
the team competition . and
•lryt Chance finished fourth in the smallbore competition
MSU's fifth individual title.
and earned an All-American honorable mention in the airrlfle
West Virginia won its lOth
· division:· ,,,
·
national crown, setting a meet
· ~un::e: MSy Sports Information
record of 6241, followed by Air
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
Force, Kentucky and the
Murray State at 6187, 6171 stole the show.
ond team for his accomplishBelden was smoking as he ments.
and 6157, respectively.
Belden believes that in spite
MSU grabbed third-place in shot down a score of 390 to win
the team smallbore division the individual air rifle champi- of the pressure of being in the
with a total of 4622 and sixth in onship, helping him to take national meet, he and his teamthe team air rifle with a 1635 home co-shooter honors from mates came through in a big
·
mark.
the College Rifl e Coaches way. He also is glad that his
But it was Benjie Belden, Association. Belden was also last performance as a Racer
senior from Turner, Ore., who named to the All-America sec- was his best.

4 ..8 'Breds look

just
came
"Everything
together well," Belden said.
"There were some nerves going
gangbusters, but I kept calm
and collected and kept things
under control."
Head coach Elvis Green had
no idea that his squad would
produce such an outstanding
effort, but knows that the
Racers' opponents were even
more surprised by their gritty
performance.
"It's a whole lot better than I
expected," Green said. "Back in
November, we were picked
11tH, and I thought maybe we
could go in just one gun (air
rifle or small bore), but when we
qualified, I think a lot of people
thought we would just lie down
and finish 16th."
Iryt Chance, freshman from
Louisville, Colo., earned AllAmerican honorable mention in
air rifle in addition to her
fourth-place showing in smallbore, frring an 1167.
Chance enjoyed her first visit
to the NCAA Championships,
but did not let the atmosphere
affect her shooting.
"It was fU:,n," Chance said. "I

didn't know what to expect, so I
just didn't expect much and
just shot it as another match
and used it as experience for
the next three years."
The team's remaining scorer
was co-captain Diana Muth,
senior from Hagerstown, Md.
Muth sparkled in her home·
coming by scoring a 387 in the
air rifle, hitting the center of
enough targets to win · the
tiebreaker for fifth place.
Muth said the Racers peaked
at the right time of the season,
and left a lasting impression on
their competition.
"I think we did the best we
probably could have," said
Muth, who was named a preseason All-Star in air rifle by
College Sports magazine.
"Everyone was surprised to see
us qualify in both guns, let
alone .come home with a victory."
Filling out the roster of the
team that qualified for the
national championship were
Amanda Stone, sophomore cocaptain from Wyoming, Mich.,
and alternate Kristi Noakes,
junior from Pueblo, Colo.

DUNKFEST

for consistency
The 'Breds are a collective
94-for-369 for a team average
of .255.
While most people would conWhile the 'Breds are hitting
sider a 4-8 record a bad begin- well, they are still looking for
ning,
Murray
State some pop in the middle of the
University's
Thoroughbred order, having failed to collect
baseball team considers its their first homerun.
slow start as meaningful
"One of the things that hurts
progress.
us is our lack of power," Thieke
With an 11-3 loss to Bradley said. "But once it hits the team,
and a 6-0 loss to Eastern it will become contagious."
Illinois, the 'Breds have
On the mound, junior leftdropped five of their last six handed pitcher Aaron Rider
games, but head coach Mike leads the 'Breds with a 1-1
Thieke believes his young record and a 2.51 earned run
squad has gained valuable average, while seniors Jason
experience during its first 12 Roof and Matt Seely each have
games.
a victory.
"We have gotten a lot of our
Overall, the 'Breda' totals are
new players a lot of valuable 4-8 with a 6.57 ERA with one
experience," he said. "And they shutout and one save in 89
have handled it about like we innings pitched.
expected. We're not totally
"Our pitching has been a litsuprised at our record. It'll take
tle spotty at times," Thieke
time and we know that."
said.
Even though the 'Breds have
Perhaps the big~st problem
struggled so far this season, it
facing
the 'Breds so far this
has given the coaches time to
has
been their inability
season
look at each player's on producto
keep
the
opposition from
tion in a game situation.
putting together big innings.
"One good thing is that
On Sunday, the 'Breds were
everybody on the team has gottied
at 1-1 with Bradley, but
ten to play," Thieke said. "A lot
the
Braves broke open the
of our kids have experienced
game
with a seven-run fourth
positive games and have shown
inning.
signs of maturity."
One of our downfalls is we've
Senior outfielder Jason
given
up big innings," Thieke
Karem bas led the way for the
said.
"On
Sunday, it was a very
'Breds at the plate this season.
tight
game
until we gave up a
Karem is leading the team with
big
inning."
a .500 average with seven hits
Even t hough the 'Breds are
and two runs batted in over 14
under
.500, Thieke believes his
at bats.
team
can
turn things around
Senior catcher Mark Walker
with
a
few
minor adjustments.
and senior second baseman
"We need to get our defense
Kurt Muskopf have also provided big bats early on with .368 solid and back to what they are
and .326 averages respectively. capable of doing and improve a
Muskopf leads the squad little on hitting for more power
with 14 hits in 43 at bats while and on pitching," he said. "This
senior outfielder Kent Leggs club is capable of putting
has 10 hits in 36 at bats for the together an eight-to-10 game
winning streak.'"
'Bred.<J.
B Y SCOTT NANNEY

SPORTS EDITOR

NO

P~OBLLM

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Murray State University masco t Dunke r celebrates t h e m e n's basketbaJI t eam' s 92-8-t win ove r
Austin Peay State Saturday in Nashville, Te nn. The victory gave the Race rs the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournam ent championship and an a uto m atic be rth t o the NCAA Tournament.

Equestrian team riding high in region's saddle
Bv MIKE

0HSTROM

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With one meet remaining, the Murray
State University equestrian team holds
the number one spot in the region's
hunt team standings, and is poised to
qualify for regionals in the stock division.
In team competition, MSU took overall high-point in the hunt team events
in their first show Saturday at the
Middle Tennessee State University
Intercollegiate
Horse
Show
in

Murfreesboro.
The hunt team followed up the firstplace performance with reserve highpoint placings Saturday and Sunday.
The Racers also had 13 riders score
the 35 points needed to qualify for the
regional competition, which will also be
held at MTSU on April 2.
The regional show will follow the
team's regular season finale Saturday
at Middle Ternnesse State.
First-year head coach Patti Howard is
very pleased with her squad's efforts
throughout the season and how they

have prepared themselves to make a
great stretch run.
"I started out with a very good team,"
Howard said. "All of the riders arc very
strong, and I just feel that they all did
their very best and hopefully they'll all
be able to compete at a regional and
national level individually."
The Racers were led by four competitors last weekend at the MTSU meet.
Staci Foy was one of nine qualifiers
from MSU's stock team, taking first
place in the region with 43 points in the
open stock pattern event.

Joining Foy are Krista Decker, Mari
Little and Karol Wolff, who also qualified for the hunt team.
Decker, junior from Normal, Ill., is
glad to see that her teammates are
poised in position to make a great
stretch run.
"This semester is a lot better than
last," Decker said, who advanced to
regional competition with a 40 in the
intermediate II stock category and a 35
in the novice hunt flat competition. "The
hunt team is pulling together, and we're
winning the region with one show left."

up for

grabs
As the NCAA Tournament
quickly approaches, no one
team seems to be the concensus favorite to walk away
with the national championship tro- . - - - - - . . . ,
phy.
SPORTS
T h e
number TALK
one spot 1-----~
seems to SCOTT
c h a n g e N ANNEY
hands as ...___ _ __ __,
often as Dennis Rodman has
changed the color of his hair.
Six teams have held the
number one spot with UCLA
currently residing there.
Kansas, North Carolina,
Connecticut, Massachusetts
and Arkansas have aiso
spent time as college basketball's king.
Speaking of Arkansas: the
Razorbacks struggled out of
the gates as the preseason's
number one team and soon
found themselves looking up
in the polls.
While the RazorbackB may
be t he deepest and most talented team in the nation,
they still face a difficult challenge in getting back to the
Final Four.
Another
Southeastern
Conference hopeful is tradition-rich Kentucky, who currently resides in the poll's
number three slot.
The Wildcats could be a
force in the tournament, bu t
will likely suffer because of
their lack of a true center.
When it comes to the "Big
Dance," UK has also been
known to be upset-prone (see
Kentucky vs. Marquette in
1994).
North Carolina, the 1993
national champions, have
the best frontcourt tandem
in the nation in center
Rasheed Wallace and forward Jerry Stackhouse, but
lack depth on the bench.
With a solid bench, Dean
Smith would be a cinch to
win his third national title.
Down in Kansas, the
Jayhawks have a dominant
center in Greg Ostertag and
a versatile point guard in
Jacques Vaughn, which
makes them a favorite for
the Final Four.
Both Connecticut and
Massachusetts field similar
teams who also have a resonable goal of reaching Seattle.
With their first really
strong team since the John
Wooden era, the UCLA
Bruins again find themselves with a chance to bring
the title back to Southern
c'alifornia.
Brothers Ed and Charles
O'Bannon, along with point
guard Tyus Edney, form one
of the most lethal lineups in
college basketball.
Along with UCLA, the
PAC-10 Conference also
showcases perennial powerhouse Arizona. Arizona State
and Oregon are also members of a league that boasts
four teams in the top 25.
Another interesting team
in the fray is Maryland. With
highly-touted center Joe
Smith and a decent supporting cast, the Terps could pose
a problem in the tournament.
Regardless of who comes
out on top, this promises to
be one of the most exciting
tournaments in many years.
But for the hecJt of it, my
picks for Seattle are UCLA,
UMass,
Arkansas
and
Maryland.
After
the
smoke clears, the Bruins will
emerge as the champions.

91
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Lady Racers to tee off spring Sports
BY TOM KIMMEL
STAFF WRITER

It takes time to build a winning program in any sport, but
the Lady Racer golf team is trying to make itself an exception
to the rule this year.
Aided by the facts that they
are hosting the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament and
that there are only three
schools in the conference that
have women's golf teams, the
Lady Racers are hoping to capture an OVC championship in
their second year of existence.
"We are going to come on
strong in the spring," said head
coach Velvet Milkman. "And
the fact that we are hosting the

OVC tournament will be to our
advantage."
Despite the advantages of
hosting the conference tournament, the team's practices have
been hampered by the adverse
afRects of the weather.
This will fade as the season
progresses and as the weather
improves.
Nonetheless, the Lady Racers
begin play Saturday at the
Spring Hill Tournament in
Mobile, Ala.
Many of the teams in attendance will be from more moderate climates that allow better
practice conditions.
Brandi Stevenson, freshman
from Rockfield, knows that
other schools might be better

prepared, but she is unconcerned.
"They will probably be tough,
but we are a pretty good team
and I think we can stick in with
them," she said.
The three freshmen on the
team benefited from the fall
season by gaining experience
and learning what it means to
play at the collegiate level.
"We have three freshmen on
the team and they got some
needed experience in the fall
and that will help us in the
spring," Milkman said.
Being one of those freshmen,
Stevenson agrees.
"It took a while to adjust last
semester, but I think I am
ready now," she said.

Milkman believes that when
the conference tournament
arrives her players will be
ready.
"Actually, I think this year
anyone can win," she said.
"There is no one that dominates.
Tennessee
State
(University) won last year, but
not by much, and Eastern
(Kentucky University) is strong
and we are strong. So we are
pretty even."
An OVC title may be the
team goal, but Stevenson's personal goals are a little more
specific.
"My goal is to win the OVC as
an individual," she said. "I feel
like I have worked hard enough
that I can do it."

FSU meet next course for Racers
Bv TOM

KIMMEL

STAFF WillER

Improving on last year's eighth-place finish in the Ohio Valley Conference should
not be that difficult for the Racer golf team.
The Racers begin play Monday at the
Seminole Classic in Tallahassee, Fla. The
temperate climate will be a welcome
change from Murray's erratic weather.
"The weather has not been good to us for
practice," said bead coach Buddy Hewitt.
"The boys have been practicing in 30
degree weather at times. I think they have
done an admirable job of practicing in
inclement weather."
Hewitt is happy with the progress his
team made in the fall and is ready for the
spring season to start.
..We did better in the fall than we did last
year," he said. "I think we will do better
this spring than we did in the fall. I am

looking forward to seeing just how ready
we are for the first spring tournament."
If the Racers are to succeed they will
need a solid season out of Matthew Adams,
freshman from Walpole, Mass.
"After playing in the fall season, I really
do not consider myself a freshman on the
golf course," Adams said. "I look forward to
a good spring."
Like the Lady Racers, the Racers will
have to play against teams that have been
able to practice much more in better
weather. ,
"All of the real good Florida teams will be
there and it will be a good test for me to see
how I play against people who play nine to
10 months out of the year," Adams said. "It
is a lot harder for us to get into a groove to
start the season than it is for teams that
play everyday."
Coach Hewitt has only one specific goal
for the season.

"'tis hard to predict young golfers, but I
am certainly hoping that we will make a

lot better showing in the OVC this year
than we did last year," he said.
The Racers have reasons for placing
higher in the conference than they did last
year other than the fact that they simply
want to win.
"We want to send the seniors out on a
positive note," Adams said.
The Racers play in five tournaments
before the OVC championship tournament
in April. In addition to the team goals of
improving every week and placing higher
in the tournament, many players have
individual goals.
"If I can average below 75 for the spring,
I will be happy," Adams said.
While it is impossible to predict what
will happen, if Adams and others achieve
their individual goals, eighth place should
belong to someone else.

PERSONALS

Thanks to Tyra L and the
BSU for helping me when my
car broke down... a car needs
gas to run I
Happy B-elay 0. Love, PJ

Has anyone seen a pair of
blue Reebok sweat pants?
Lof1 T., No offense, but I hope
the guy at Union chooses
basketball. Have fUn In Flor-

Ida. c.

Schooley- Do you always stop
on yellow?

News Rash: Blue sweatpants
seen walking through Kroger.

Hey, Holder. Uttle Ricky said
that he doesn't like you touchIng him there, especially with
the leather mask on. I guess
you are the Oorrinator.

Holder, probably, you'restll mad
at yourself over this whole predicament I know I'm really mad
at myself for just watching. And
Kris, well ... Kris just stays mad at
himself 2417. K Me
Cuney Sue, I love you.
Jost.Ja W. Ya better take scissors to competition. All that
excitement & anxiety Is sure to
make you woozy and the pres·
entation Is no time for an altered
Karma.

NOTICE
AINson Photography: ForAll your
Photography Needs. 10% dis·
count for students. Call 753-

8809.
SAA Mudball Coming Aprt 22
Applications Fifth floor Spari<s
Hall.

STUDENTS: Concerned
about Residential Colleges?
Find outl Look for flyers regarding Informational meet·
lng after spring break.

Happy
Spring Break!

TheN
M= EWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadllne•.....Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

HELP WANTED
EXTRA INCOME FOR '95
Earn $500 . $1 000 weekly

stumng envelopes. For details
- RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE 57 Greentree
Drive, Sulla 307 Dover, DE
19901
Planetartum apprentice.
Golden Pond Planetarium,
Land Between The Lakes.
Degree required. Science,
educallon, A-V production,
a~OI' theater bact<ground
desired. 12 month poel1lon
beglna May 1995. For
Information: Land Between
The Lakes Association, 100
VanMorgan Drtve, Golden
Pond, KY 42211 ; call1-800·
455-5897.
FUNDRAISER. Exclusively
for fraternities, sororftles &
student organizations. Earn
money without spending a
dime. Just 3 - 5 days d your
time. A little work... a lot d
money. Call for Info. No
obligation. 1-8()().932.0528,
ext. 65

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Attention: Earn Money
Reading.BooksI up to $500
weekly. Choate aubject
matter. For mot'8 detall6 caH:
1·206-362-4304 ext E 0022.

Spring Bteakl Bahamas Party
Cn.dM 6 days $279llncludes
12 Meals & &flee patties IGreat
beaches & ~el A HUGE
partyl Spring Break Travel 1800-678-8388

FOR RENT

Florida'• Spring Break
HotspotsI Cocoa Beach (Near
Dlaney)- 27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Reaort 7 Nights
$1591 Key welt $2291 Daytona
Beach Aoomwtth klldlen from
$12911-80().678-6388.

Tired of the donn or shabby
apartments? How about movIng Into a brand r)8W 2 bedroom mobile home In Hazel
KY? You can 18ft this beautlfuHy fumlahed home with al
utllltlea paid for just $30'
month Call "92-e151

New 4 BR Duplex, 2 1/2 bath,
Appliances, Garage, & WID
Hook·up. Now available-$635
mo. (12 mo lease) New 3 BA
Duplex, 2 bath, Appliances,
Garage, & WID Hook-up available May 1, ·$825 mo. (12 mo
lease) 2 BR Apt $2A5, • 1 BR

Spring Break! Panama Cltyl8

Days 0oeanv1ew Room with a
kltdlen$1291Walktobestbarsl
Includes frM discount card
which will save you $100 on
food/drtnk811-800-678-6386.
1990 Dodge Caravan CIV Sliver well malrUined $4.,600.
Call753-e268.

apt. $235. Downtown - now
available. Depoelt Required •
Nopets-752-4937-436-27-'1
nights.

Be
Safe!

RATES
With MSU 10:15¢ per word Without MSU ID: ~per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Mid-Term Deficiencies
May Be Picked Up Between March 22 - 29
At The Registration Office
First Floor, Sparks Hall
DEADLINES

lryt Chance and Benjie Belden have been named as
the Racers of the Week.
Chance, freshman from Louisville, Colo., placed fourth
in the individual smallbore division with a score of 1167 at
the NCAA Rifle Championships Friday through Sunday at
the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md. Chance also
garnered honorable mention All-American honors in the
air rifle category as the Racers finished fourth as a team at
the national meet.
Belden, senior from Turner, Ore., shot a 390 out of a
possible 400 to win the individual air rifle competition at
the NCAA Rifle Championships. Belden became the fifth
Racer to win a national title and was named second-team
All-American.
The Murray State University men's and women's
tennis teams took to the road over the weekend, going in
different directions in records as well as in geography.
The men cruised to wins over Eastern Kentucky, Akron
and Morehead State in Richmond, sweeping their first two
foes 7-0 and defeating the Golden Eagles 6-1. Meanwhile,
the women were rained out of two matches after falling 9- •
0 to Arkansas State in jonesboro, Ark.
The intramural basketball season is at tournament
time, with the men's competitive and recreational teams
working their way to their respective finals. The women's
division championship was decided Sunday as the
Hoopsters beat the Bankers 49-36.
Murray State University men's basketball head coach
Scott Edgar and the men's basketball team will host a
"Pairings Party" at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in the Curris Center
Ballroom as the Racers wait to find out their opponent in
the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

The Staff of The Murray State News wishes
everyone a great SPRING BREAK!

CLASsiFmns
PERSONALS

N ·otebook

painting & drawing
materials
mat board
canvas • paper
brushes
palettes • portfolios

MSU 10o/o discount
on supplies
exhibiting local artists
Speclol

o,..,..

aNUabl«.

753-7201
Court Square at 4t:, & Maple
Mon., Wed., & Frl. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tues. & ltus. 11:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

- ll?:ittUJtfi.y 1:7
Paid Advertitemeot

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
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NOTICE

!For (joa lias not given
us a spirit offear, 6ut
ofpower ana of Cove
and of a sound miru£.

Tracy D. McKinney
CertiOcd lnsutancC' Counselor

;-]

614 S. 4th St.

BURGER OF THE MONTH

Bacon L ..T~

Thursday, March 30:
.Last day to drop any full-semester course,
Records Office, First Floor, Sparks Hall
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Student will receive a grade of "W" (no penalty)
Students who officially withdraw from all classes after this date
wlll receive "WP" or "WE" grades.
• last day to change any full-semester course credit from
CREDIT to AUDIT.
Drop/All card must have full signature of student's adviser and
teacher of the course.

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

1.0. Required

-

-~~---

-~--

itO

NEWS
DELAY

Forecast: 900 Degrees
If weather permits, spring 1995 commencement will be held In the Quad. Shot from atop the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building toward the
Business Building, this photo outlines the graduation set-up which includes seating for 900 graduates.

ferently by high school students and their parents.
Continued from Page 1
"'Because of student. and
parental concerns, I think it's
Officials predict students will good that we're able to offer
play a significant role with freshmen the living environample opportunity to respond ment that we recruited them
to the proposal as it develops. in," which would have been
This additional input should greatly altered by residential
reduce "setbacks that would be colleges, Radke said.
unnecessary," said Jim Booth,
On other aspects of the origiprovost and vice president of nal proposal:
academic affairs, who supports • White Hall will remain a prifurther planning.
vate, upperclass, dual-sex enviApparently beyond the plan- ronment. Richmond was sugning stage is the abolition of gested for this function within
freshman experience halls, now the residential college model.
manifest in Richmond and • The faculty fellow program
Springer halls. The concept will be enhanced to facilitate
itself, however, will not be greater faculty involvement
abandoned, as each hall will when "the plan materializes.
offer freshman experience pro- • Freshman orientation classgrams, Robertson said.
es - 099 courses - will be
This change should not con- taught by faculty on site in the
tradict already disseminated residence halls.
recruitment information to a • Only those halls now classidegree that would effect fresh- fied as dual-sex environments
man enrollment, said Paul will house both males and
Radke, director of school rela- females next fall. The original
tions. Full fall implementation, proposal called for all halls
though, was received quite dif- except Elizabeth to go "co-ed."

Washers still
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GRADUATION
Continued from Page 1

ing Stewart Stadium, and the Quad area
seemed best.
''The chairs and a sound system have
been located and are under contract, but

we haven't decided if we are going to rent a
stage or build one," said Ed West, director
of Facilities Management. Stages are
scarce because of high school commencements slated for similar times, he said.
Barbara Rose, administrative assistant
to the provost, heads the transformation.
"The graduates will line up on the lawn

of Oakhurst, and proceed in the Quad area
down the side walks around Wilson," Rose
said. Tents by the pedestrian mall will
house a reception following the ceremony
and programs will be available at two
other tents in the corners of the grounds.
In the event of rain, graduation will be
held in Cutchin Fieldhouse.
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Make sure you take a6-pack on
Spring Break..•.
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Available on campus 753-0819

Seniors

W h oever Said
'~he best t hin9-s in life are free~~
probably had a trust fund.

dditional $200,000?

e average master's recipient
earns over $200,000 more during a
career than a bachelors recipient.
Don't quit before you maximize
your earning power.
Join the growing number of
students entering graduate study at
Murray State.
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Contact your department chair or call
graduate admissions at
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Small One Topping....................$3.99
Medium One Topping........•.......$4.991
Large One Topptng ...................$5.991
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Coupons not valid with any other offer. Offer valid
coupon only. Valid only at Murray store. Prices may va.ry.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our drivers cary
less than $20. EXPIRES in 30 days.
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Coupons not valid with any other offer. Offer valid with
coupon only. Valid at Murray store only. Price! may vary.
Customer paysli81e! tax wbere applicable. Our drivers cary
less than $20. EXPIRES in 30 days.
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